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COVID-19 Impact Likely Net Neutral to GMV; Shopify Seen Gaining Share, 
Moving Up Market (Cleveland Research) 
 
Key Points 
1. 1Q likely finished slightly ahead of partner expectations; strong Jan-Feb offset more mixed trends in March from slower 

net new customers 
2. COVID-19 appears a net neutral effect on overall GMV; significant surge in sales for some end markets offset by drop-

offs in luxury & high-end fashion and some store closures 
3. Seeing net new opportunities defer 1-2 months; activity and outlooks appear to have improved over last 10-15 days 
4. Shopify appears to be having more success moving up-market, primarily taking share from Magento with Plus  
5. Long-term, partners are optimistic on outlooks due to favorable trends for ecommerce post-COVID 

 

 
 
Summary 
Our research suggests Shopify partners and merchants in aggregate finished slightly ahead of expectations in 1Q20. 
COVID-19 appears to have had a net neutral GMV impact with mixed trends across end markets. Growth overall seems 
to be tracking in-line to original to original FY20 targets through April, but we do expect longer sales cycles for large 
projects (displacement of legacy platforms, Greenfield, and Plus) over the next 1-2 months and less discretionary 
spending to weight on 2Q. 
 
Shopify appears to be continuing to gain share in the lower-end market while share gains in the mid-market ($50m-$500m 
in revs) look to be moderately improving. Adobe Magento appears to be the primary share donor due to M1 end of 
support coming June 30th and Shopify’s lower-cost / faster time-to-value model. Our work suggests the ecommerce end 
market is healthy enough currently to support multiple winning platforms.  
 
Outlooks and project activity seems to have improved over the last 10-15 days vs. the beginning of April. Projects that 
were paused in March appear to be picking up again and partners are beginning to see more engagements from brands 
looking to double-down on ecommerce and adopt a D2C model (actual conversions still limited). In aggregate, 
expectations point to normal pipeline levels again in 3Q with potential for acceleration in 4Q and into FY21 given 
ecommerce becoming larger mix of consumer spending during COVID-19 and this likely being sticky buying behavior. 
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Highlights from our Research 
 COVID-19 likely having net neutral GMV impact with mixed trends across product segments 

o Seeing 3-5x sales increases in categories such as grocery, home goods / essentials, lounge wear, 
subscription products, nutrition, and food & alcohol  

o Seeing 50-80% drop-offs in high-end fashion and luxury categories 
o Some impact also expected from small amount of near-term store closures due to tougher macro landscape 

 
 Partners seeing improvement over last 10-15 days; outlooks appear better than originally feared at end of 

March 
o Larger brands (especially a lot of B2B) looking to double-down on ecommerce to reduce brick-and-mortar 

exposure and reliance on big box stores like Macy’s and Kohl’s 
o Projects that were paused at end of March / early April appear to be re-engaging; some even looking to 

accelerate pace of deployment 
o Partners were forecasting 20-30% negative revisions to original FY20 targets in early April; now partners 

appear to be expecting 5-10% revisions with potential to hit original targets depending on pace of recovery 
 

 Shopify share gains in mid-market appear to be improving, primarily taking share from Magento  
o Magento M1 end of support coming June 30th causing customers to evaluate other platforms  
o Magento-heavy partners seeing 10-20% churn in these scenarios to Shopify 
o Shopify-heavy partners seeing 50-60% churn in these scenarios to Shopify 
o Further potential for Shopify to gain share in near-medium term as customers look to save costs and stand up 

stores quickly (Shopify cheaper and more nimble) 
o Have started to see Adobe offering very attractive pricing for Magento (even free in some cases) to reduce 

churn and give companies incentives to stay on / choose Magento 
 

 Competition intensifying overall with BigCommerce, WooCommerce, and Salesforce Commerce Cloud also 
all called out as seeing pockets of success 

o WooCommerce seen as good for users who want a lot of creative control / are technically savvy (very 
customizable but requires significant coding knowledge) 

o WooCommerce seeing uptick around plug-ins with WordPress websites during COVID-19 to help websites 
turn into online stores 

o BigCommerce appears to be doing well in B2B space and seems to be executing better in EMEA vs. Shopify 
o Salesforce Commerce Cloud doing well in large enterprise space (Global 2000 type companies); looking to 

compete more down market with lower-priced “light” version of Demandware 
o SAP Hybris seen as being the platform of choice for F100 type companies – very large brands that require 

complex, heavy systems 
 

 Shopify Plus increasingly seen as viable solution for mid-market 
o Concerns with Magento on functionality and using outdated PHP framework, CIOs appear to appreciate 

Shopify ease of use, cloud-based platform, and choices of themes / apps 
o Seeing larger / more complex companies ($250m+, hundreds of SKUs) having success on Shopify Plus 
o Legacy IBM WebSphere (now owned by HCL) and homegrown legacy solutions likely still widespread; long-

tail of opportunity for modern ecommerce platforms to displace these solutions 
 

 Long-term, Shopify appears well positioned to benefit from strong end market and increased ecommerce 
spending post-COVID 

o Research suggests COVID-19 likely accelerated ecommerce penetration vs. brick-and-mortar by ~2-3 years 
o Partners expect tougher 2Q20 due to fewer net new projects and less consumer discretionary spending  
o Expectations that pipelines return to normal levels in fall 2020 
o Early expectations suggest 2021 should see accelerated growth vs. 2020 as ecommerce and D2C 

capabilities become a necessity for brands to survive 
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 Early feedback on new Shopify Consumer App (Shop) is favorable 

o New mobile app is an aggregation of Shopify products and stores (searchable by geographic region) 
o Integrated with Shop Payments (for quick payment / checkout) and Arrive (package tracking)  
o Viewed as another step from Shopify in taking more of a competitive approach vs. Amazon (Shopify 

Fulfillment Network the first step) 
o Returnly selected for Shopify Plus Certified App program (the first return app to reach this milestone) 

 
Shopify’s Financial Outlook  
 
1Q20 Guidance 

 Revenue of $440m-$446m (+37-39% Y/Y vs. prior Q of 47% growth)  
 Company announced on April 1st that they would be within or exceed guidance range 

 
FY20 Guidance 

 Revenue of +35-37% Y/Y (vs. FY19 of +47%), operating loss of $0-$20m 
 Company withdrew FY20 outlook on April 1st due to uncertainty around COVID-19 
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Disclosures: We, Ari Terjanian and Cooper Rea, certify that the views expressed in the research report(s) accurately reflect our personal views about the subject security(s).  
Further we certify that no part of our compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views contained in the research report(s).   
The analysts responsible for the preparation of this report have no ownership stake in this company. Cleveland Research Company provides no investment banking services of 
any type on this or any company.  
Proprietary research and Information contained herein which forms the basis for findings or opinions expressed by Cleveland Research Company may be used by Cleveland 
Research for other purposes in the course of compensated consulting and other services rendered to third parties. 
The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action 
in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited.  If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the 
material from any computer. 
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